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Learning Objective: Explain the Farm Bill and farm subsidies
and their impacts on immigration to the United States.

U.S. Farm Bill Subsidies Have Disrupted Mexico’s Corn Production and
Have Fueled Immigration into the United States
Abstract: The Food, Conservation, and Energy Act of 2008 (Farm Bill) is a major U.S. policy
tool that allocates tens of billions in subsidies annually to commodity farmers and U.S. food
programs. Dating from 1933 and renewed every 5-7 years, the legislation has changed
dramatically to favor agribusiness interests and the production of 5 commodities: corn,
soybeans, wheat, cotton, and rice. Corn subsidies total nearly half of all direct payments to
farmers, and the surge in corn production in the United States and international trade
obligations involving the 2 countries has harmed Mexico’s corn farmers and commodity
markets, displacing nearly 2 million persons and resulting in the migration of hundreds of
thousands of Mexican agricultural workers into the United States.
Introduction: Having discussed the complexities and woeful shortcomings of farmworker
housing in Washington, our student trio at the Saddle Mountain campfire now turn their
discussion to the impact of trade policy and legislation on the circumstances seen widely in the
state’s rural counties. Roberta is right; the “immigrant farm workers didn’t materialize out of thin
air.” In fact, lawmakers and lobbyists nearly every 5 to 7 years in the backrooms of the other
Washington have crafted major policy legislation known simply as the Farm Bill. This has
played a major role in shaping the country’s food landscape as well as triggering a recent influx
to the country of poorly paid, mostly illegal agricultural workers, particularly from Mexico.1,2
The innocuous sounding Farm Bill is anything but that. The legislative covers 15 funding
authorities on everything from rural broadband to food assistance to the building of
demonstration refineries for biofuels.3 Food politics and production meta-critic Michael Pollan
calls the “head-hurtingly complicated piece of legislation” a tool that “sets the rules” for the
world’s food system, leading to unhealthy food production that has fueled America’s obesity
epidemic—in the form of cheap and abundant added sugars from corn—and that has displaced 2
million Mexican farmers.1 Originally created as a tool to ensure stable incomes for small
American farmers and to create certainty in a highly unstable commodity market, the Farm Bill
has become legislation that decides how half the country’s private lands are managed, how much
Americans pay for food (healthy and unhealthy), and how many world crop prices are set. The
impacts also have disrupted the production of corn in neighboring Mexico.1,2,4 Many of those
displaced farmers harmed by these changes came to the United States seeking work. The
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nonprofit group Oxfam alleges that the subsidizing of certain food product commodities by
countries like the United States, notably corn and rice, amounts to “massive state subsidies” that
are protected by rules under the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and by the
World Trade Organization (WTO), leading to dumping in countries who cannot fairly compete in
the market.5
The last Farm Bill, passed in 2008, doled out $42 billion in direct payments to farmers, along
with another $209 billion for nutrition assistance (a topic that will not be addressed in this
paper), to be paid over 5 years.6,7 The direct payments are provided to farmers regardless of their
income, and are based on acreage and historic production.6 (See appendix 1 for map of payments
and subsidy by commodity.) The roughly $8 billion in annual hand outs from direct payments
have led to abuses, including the subdividing of farm enterprises that have over-subsidized some
operations (more than $1 million in tax dollars went to 1 enterprise). Caps were set in the 2008
bill to prevent individual farmers earning more than $500,000 a year from getting direct
payments.6 Even the conservative Heritage Foundation has blasted the legislation
for failing to support U.S. fruit and vegetable production and for rewarding
commercial farming and high-income-earning farmers and not poor family farmers
the legislation was originally designated to help. The Foundation claims the
legislation funnels billions of taxpayer dollars every bill cycle “to subsidize a small,
elite group of farmers through policies that do nothing to help the farm economy.”8
How Farm Subsidies Work: Before discussing how a 1930s era program has led
to widespread economic disruption across the border, the Farm Bill’s complex
commodity programs need to be explained. These were established in the Great
Depression—a time of massive economic and social upheaval in rural America—to
provide price stabilization and stable farm incomes for a sector with vital national
and wartime interests. The system in place today, after 80 years of congressional
sausage making with heavy-handed agribusiness lobbying influence, essentially
does 1 of these 3 things: controls commodity supplies, establishes prices, and pays
the difference.9

Table 1:
Federal
Commodity
List:
-Wheat
-Corn
-Sorghum
-Barley
-Oats
-Cotton
-Rice
-Soybeans
-Oilseeds
-Milk
-Peanuts
-Wool
-Beet
-Cane Beet
-Sugar
-Mohair
-Honey
-Dry Peas
-Lentil
-Chickpeas

The government assumes some of the risks associated with wild price swings and
volatile weather in producing food (and other agricultural products), but allows farmers to stay in
business and provide food for the nation and global markets.7 Over time, the Farm Bill has
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moved towards paying the difference between supply and price, and the U.S. taxpayers have
been picking up an increasingly larger tab in the form of subsidies.9 Within the Farm Bill,
commodities eligible for payment assistance retain the crop profile from the 1930s, mainly items
that could stay in storage, but the list reflects Congressional power dynamics over the last 80
years. Thus, Washington’s largest fruit crop, apples, are excluded, unlike wool and mohair. (See
table 1 for the federal commodity list.) The 2008 Farm Bill doled out 90% of subsidy payments
to just 5 crops: corn, soybeans, wheat, cotton, and rice.7
For most commodities, the major crops that get 9 in 10 subsidy dollars, payments to a farmer
are based on a formula as follows9:
FP = (DPR x (base acres x 85%) x base yield) + (TP - (AMP + DPR) x (base x 85%)
x base yield) + (LR-LRR x yield)
These elements that prop up farm incomes, in turn, are known by more common names9:
•
•
•

Direct payments: direct payment rate x (base acres x 85%) x base yield,
Counter-cyclical payments: target price - (average market price + direct payment rate)
x (base x 85%) x base yield,
Loan deficiency payments: loan rate - loan repayment rate x yield.
Table 2, source, The Economist

Direct payments are provided to those who produce the eligible
crop, regardless of the market price, set by how much has been
planted in the past. The other two supports actually require
genuine market mechanism with a market price falling below a
specified level (see appendices 1 and 2). Thus, a target price is
set for a commodity like rice, but if the market price falls low
enough such that the price the farmer gets plus the direct
payment does not equal the target price, the counter-cyclical payments (appendix 2) kick in to
make up the difference.7,9
The biggest winners in the allocation of Farm Bill subsidies have been corn farmers (see table
2). They received nearly half of the disbursements in the 2002 legislation—thanks to the
disproportionate power of corn-growing Iowa in Congress and its early presidential caucus.10 (It
is no coincidence the current U.S. Secretary of Agriculture is strong agribusiness ally and former
Iowa Governor Tom Vilsack, a recipient of the Governor of the Year award by the
Biotechnology Industry Organization, the largest biotech industry group.11) More than half of the
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farm subsidies are concentrated in just 25 of the country’s 435 congressional districts.10 The
result is legislation that today favors the priorities of agribusiness interests that had the greatest
influence in the crafting the legislation.1 Since the 1996 Farm Bill and the implementation of
NAFTA, corporate-run agriculture has consolidated its interests in Mexico and the United States,
with U.S. firms such as Archer-Daniels Midland and Cargill owning subsidiaries in Mexico that
produce tortillas and white corn flour.12 In the United States, a mere 5.7% of U.S. farms control
75% of farm sales, revealing that the nation’s food supply chain is nearly entirely controlled by
large-scale agribusinesses. During that same time, the agriculture industry saw an 80% increase
in corporate profits, while average farmworker wages remained mostly flat.13
Corn overproduction also is tied to federal subsidies for ethanol, derived from corn. In 2007,
Congress increased the renewable fuel standards to require an annual 36 billion gallons of
biofuels by 2022. Of this, 15 billion gallons must be corn-based ethanol—a reward for
Midwestern farming states. The federal subsidies include a 45-cent per gallon tax credit on
gasoline refiners to blend ethanol in their fuel and a 54-cent per gallon tariff on imported ethanol,
both valued at $6 billion annually.14 The so-called “corn gold rush” also has spiked global corn
prices, resulting in inflated prices of tortillas in Mexico, but also temporarily helping Mexican
corn farmers enjoy greater returns.1,8,12 The push to promote biofuels and global demand for food
commodities also has led to a surge in U.S. farm incomes, which rose 31% in 2011, at $103
billion, up $24.5 billion from 2010—the second highest inflation adjusted incomes recorded
since 1973.15 Amid these banner profits, up to $8 billion in subsidies will flow to U.S.
commodity farmers this year.
Impacts on Immigration: U.S. farm subsidies have not been solely responsible for Mexican
immigrants entering the United States, but a major factor. 4,16 Economists Jeff Luckstead and
Stephen Devadoss argue that the Farm Bill subsidies have led to overproduction of food
commodities. With NAFTA’s provisions to remove agricultural tariffs in place, those
commodities has flooded the Mexican market since the treaty was signed, driving down
Mexico’s commodity prices, notably for corn.4 Real prices for corn for Mexican farmers fell
about 50% between 1994 and 2001.12 What’s more, low-interest loans from the U.S. Commodity
Credit Corporation allowed large Mexican purchasers to buy more subsidized U.S. corn.16 The
dislocation and unemployment caused by these factors has led to Mexican farmers leaving their
country to seek opportunities in the United States. Oxfam’s criticisms that link U.S. farm
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subsidies and immigration to the United States has attracted much of the media’s attention.2,16
Estimates for the number of displaced farmers since the mid 1990s range from 1 million to 2
million.1,12,16 An estimated 15 million Mexicans, as of 2003, earned their livelihoods from corn
production.2 However, the U.S. Farm Bureau, which points to cheap labor costs in Mexico, has
denied any linkage: “To say that our subsidies are hurting Mexican farmers is ridiculous,” said
the Bureau. “It’s not true.”2 In 2008, NAFTA treaty provisions required Mexico to totally
eliminate its corn and bean import tariffs—the basic foodstuffs of tens of millions of lowerincome Mexicans.
Luckstead and Devadoss claim that U.S. farm supports ultimately drive the illegal wage rate up
and push the commodity prices down, exacerbating the net influx of low-paid, mostly illegal
agriculture workers into the United States.4 Another economic study examining the impact of
Farm Bill subsidies on the agriculture labor market, by Belinda Acuna, found that the Farm Bill
payments increase the pool of agricultural workers, regardless of NAFTA treaty provisions and
the flooding of markets outside of the United States with cheap U.S. raised commodity crops.17
Using data from the late 1990s, Acuna determined that for every 1% increase in subsidies per ace
a state receives, agricultural immigrant employment rises by .63%, and for every $1 dollar per
acre in subsidies a state receives, there is an agricultural immigrant employment surge of
315,550 hours.17 Between 2000 and 2005, the number of unauthorized immigrants from Mexico
entering the United States rose 1.5 million, to 6.2 million total, with about 500,000 such
immigrants entering the United States annually. The surge has been deadly; between 2,000 to
3,000 bodies have been found on the Southwest order with Mexico from 1995 to 2005.12 The
actual impact in Washington state because of Farm Bill subsidies and the spike in immigration,
however, was not identified in sources found for this paper.
Conclusion/Back to the Case: The impact of politically driven farm subsidies over the past
two decades to support mostly Midwest and Southern corn and other commodity farmers and
U.S. agribusiness interests has boomeranged to rural Mexico and ultimately back to rural
Washington, which has seen an influx of Mexican farmworkers. Any effort to address the health
and livelihoods of the state’s estimated 187,000 mostly Latino farmworkers clearly will require
reforms to the Farm Bill, now being renegotiated quietly on Capitol Hill.18 The Institute for
Agriculture and Trade Policy has called for fair prices in Farm Bill provisions that prevent the
dumping of agriculture commodities in poorer nations, like Mexico.19 However efforts by the
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congressional Super Committee to chop $1.5 trillion in federal spending by Thanksgiving 2011
is leading to closed-door discussions that may see the committee cut $23 billion cut to Farm Bill
subsidies over the next 10 years, rather than wait for a Farm Bill rewrite in 2013.20 Farm state
lawmakers pushing this backroom approach hope to nullify Farm Bill critics before the
legislation may face event greater resistance from opponents during the bill’s markup in a more
fiscally conservative Congress.20 Oddly, groups long seeking to reform the Farm Bill’s negative
fallout on public health and immigrant health issues may find unlikely conservative
congressional allies.
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Appendix 1: Farm Bill direct payments by subsidized commodity/crop and location in the
United States; source, U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA).21
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Appendix 2, Select subsidies, in the form of direct and counter-cyclical payments (CCPs) for
wheat, feed grains, upland cotton, rice, peanuts, oilseeds, and pulses. 21

Appendix 3, The farm subsidy “black box” for a non-high-end, non-millionaire, family-owned
farmer whose commodity crops are subsidized by the Farm Bill.9
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